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Administrator ■ Tokyo Metropolitan Park Association
●Location

Musashino City Yahata Cho 2-chome, Midori Cho 2-chome

●Contact Information

Musashino Chuo Park Administration Office tel: 0422-54-1884 (2-4-22 Yahata-cho, Musashino-shi 180-0011)

●Transport

1-minute walk from Musashino-Chuo-Koen bus stop for Seibu-Yanagisawa from Mitaka or Kichijoji (JR Chuo line).
1-minute walk from Musashino-Chuo-Koen bus stop for Mitaka or Kichijoji from Seibu-Yanagisawa (Seibu-Shinjuku line).
Parking space is limited. Please use train or bus on weekends and holidays

Musashino-Chuo

Musashino-Chuo Park is a all-purposed park, and located at the top
of Tama region.
A factory of a large military supplier, Nakajima Aircraft, occupied the
area before World War II. After the war, the area became housing for the
United States Army and called Green park. Later with the voice of the
resident the place was established in June 1989 as a park.
It is centered on a large Grassy field and Sports field on a flat land.
There are woods of Musashino (konara oak, sawtooth, oak, acacia,
Japanese zelkova, etc.) around the park.
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Opened / June 1, 1989
Area / 112,440.33 m2 (some areas are state-owned property provided under gratuitous loan)
Trees / Tall trees: 900 , Shrubs: 16,200 , Field: 3.2 ha
Main plants / Sawtooth oak , Japanese zelkova , konara oak , kobushi magnolia , cherry , dogwood , chimonanthus , hydrangea , sasanqua, azalea
Facilities Tennis courts , grassy field , playground equipment field , gateball court , barbeque field
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